Cyber Library for Marketers.
A user-friendly online system for organizing,
protecting and maximizing the value of digital
marketing assets.

Bring
order.
take
control.

Layouts

Logos

Videos

Power Point Presentations

Signatures

Word, PDF and Excel Files

ORGANIZE

Photos
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Organize brings order
to your company’s
valuable digital assets,
preserving them in a
secure, easy-to-use online
library and facilitating
efficient sharing.
Save time and the frustration of searching among
piles of CDs and multiple
hard drives.
Avoid the expense of
re-creating assets you
have already paid for.
Create a powerful resource
for collaboration and
sharing.

Order, Please!
Your company has countless marketing assets that
were costly to create and may be impossible to
replace. Digital files, ranging from photos and videos
to logos and ad layouts, have ongoing value to
multiple users – if they can be located. Organize
brings thousands of files together in a central location,
organizes them for easy retrieval and provides instant
online access to authorized users.
Controlled Access
Your assets are organized into directories and
hierarchies that provide easy access with precise
control. Virtually every feature can be turned on for
a specific account or user group so you can tailor
permission levels to the broadest range of internal
and external users. Complete control over access,
modification and usage ensures that your company’s
assets will be protected. Powered by a state-of-the-art,
Level 4 data center and protected by robust backup
processes, Organize ensures the ultimate in data
security and integrity.
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Fully Expandable
Organize puts the sum total of your company’s marketing assets at the fingertips of those charged with
ordering reprints, updating collateral or creating new
campaigns. Fully expandable, it can start small and
grow with your company.
At Your Service
Our business is to create value and deliver a superior
customer experience. Each Organize solution comes
with all of the little extras that make it work best for
you. We back our leading-edge solutions with the
industry’s best technology team to ensure flawless
quality and seamless project execution.

You need to make
the most of the assets
you have paid for.
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With an unmatched footprint of
70 printing, fulfillment and technology
facilities, including the world’s largest
and most advanced integrated digital
production capabilities, we have the
unique ability to provide turn-key
solutions, flawless quality and
exceptional value.
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We put it all together for you

Organize is just one component
of WorkSmart Suite, a platform
of technology solutions created
by Consolidated Graphics to
grow sales, reduce costs and
give savvy marketers an edge.
Technology that Works for You™
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